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   1. a sensible lamb portfolio 



2. affective discourses of class & 
finance in the UK 



  



theorizing class & finance 

¨  Andrew Sayer, The 
Moral Significance of 
Class 

¨  Imogen Tyler, Revolting 
Subjects 

¨  Tracey Jensen, “Welfare 
Commonsense, Poverty 
Porn, and Doxosophy” 



emergent themes   

¨  capital vs consumption 
¤ “legitimate” debt for investment: education, house, work 

tools 
¤ consumerism a moral flaw of financial elites and 

benefits claimants/working poor 

¨  austerity chic 
¨  financialization theory not supported in UK practice 



3. positioning the alternative financial 
firm 



p2p finance – market share 

http://cdn.crowdfundinsider.com/shared/2014/01/Alternative-Finance-in-the-United-Kingdom.png 



affect/discourse of “p2p”? 

http://www.wired.com/images_blogs/photos/uncategorized/2007/05/01/pbay.png 
http://i.kinja-img.com/gawker-media/image/upload/s--U28biQw0--/18mgt5a1lytqcjpg.jpg 

http://s300.photobucket.com/user/jchazinski/media/NapsterLogo.png.html 



but “p2p” shifts across fields 

http://www.edgepolitics.com/?p=36 



conservatives and wildcats 

•  financial instruments as creating  
status circles (pace Weber) 

•  dialectic of “sound banking” 
exclusion and populist inclusion 

•  specific case of firm behavior in 
innovation generally (see Spar, 
Ruling the Waves) 



4. Zopa, Limited 



   





constructing “sensible” “peers” 

¨  Our saver demographic has shifted from young, tech 

savvy early adopters to 45+ mainly male. They’re coming 

up to retirement or just entering retirement. They say 

they’re experienced investors and dabble in the stock 

market and use p2p as part of their portfolio. 70% 

male, average saver 50 years old.    

 



   

¨  They don’t want to know how cool and fun you are, they 

want to know they can trust you.  

¨  We use adjectives like “sensible,” which is unusual in 

marketing. Savers want to know borrowers have values 

in common with them. 

 



   

¨  Borrowers are “my friends from school who stayed up 
north and started families.”  

¨  Lender is “doctor outside London in the country 5 years 
from retirement” 

 



5. Lancaster design workshops 

¨  led by Dr Jennifer Ferreira, 
former 3daroc postdoc 

¨  StoryCubes,  

¨  investment exercise, 

¨   freeform conversation 





takeaways   

¤ “real” and “value” used heavily, almost synonymous 

¤ disconnect of value – and values – between 
personal/global finance  

¤ “out of control” 

¤ “sensible” 

¤ trust and information access a key desire, but 
privacy/transparency conflicts 



6. some conclusions 

¨  trust (more in a moment) 
¨  status circles 
¨  black-boxing 
¨  …and not the individualist/expertise associations of 

financialization (in US context) 
¨  and yet, tensions between social and financial goals 
¨  innovation in an age of austerity and distrust 



trust is key  



trust includes (with synergies): 

¨  technology: familiar, opaque [!] 

¨  finance: “good” rates, guarantees 

¨  corporation: established, “English speaking” 

¨  regulation: valued by firms and customers 

¨  social: Polillo’s instrument as status circle 

¨  media: TV endorsements 
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